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Our aim is to introduce the notion of fuzzy neighborhood groups. In Section 2 
we establish some basic results and prove some characterization theorems. In 
Section 3 we prove that every fuzzy neighborhood group is fuzzy uniformizable (in 
the sense of R. Lowen, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 82 (1981), 37C-385). G 1988 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For the definition of fuzzy topology we refer to [6]. Our work mainly 
will deal with fuzzy neighborhood spaces introduced by Lowen in [9]. The 
notion of prefilter (or prefilterbasis) which plays an essential role for the 
development of fuzzy neighborhood spaces can be found in [7]. The 
saturation operation for a prefilter ZJ (or prefilterbasis) is defined as 
~=C{suP(v,-&)l(V,),.,oE5’o}1. 
E E Iu 
For our convenience, however, we shall recall here the definition of fuzzy 
neighborhood space from [9]. 
A family of pretilters ‘B = (‘B(x)),,~ is said to be a fuzzy neighborhood 
system on X if and only if the following are true: 
(FNSl ) For all x E X and for all v E B(x): v(x) = 1. 
(FNS2) For all XEX and for all family (v,),,~~ of elements of B(x) 
we have SUP,,~~ (vE - E) E B(x). 
(FNS3) For all x E X, for all v E B(x) and for all E E I,, there exists a 
family (v;),,, E n,, X B(z) such that 
sup v;(z) A v:(y) d v(y) + E for all y E X. 
ZEX 
The elements of ‘B(x) are called fuzzy neighborhoods of x. 
* This paper is part of the author’s Ph. D. thesis. 
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If ‘23 is a fuzzy neighborhood system on X, then it provides a unique 
fuzzy closure operator given by 
/1(x)= inf supp A v(y) forall pEZXandxEX. 
VE!B(X)yEX 
The fuzzy topology generated by this closure is denoted by t(B). Then the 
fuzzy topological space (X, t(S)) is known as fuzzy neighborhood space. 
If (X,, t(‘B1)) and (X,, ~(3~)) are fuzzy neighborhood spaces, then the 
product space is also a fuzzy neighborhood space. The fuzzy neighborhood 
structure is given by 
Bl(X,) x WXJ = 1 VI x v* I VI E sly v2 E w4- 
for all (x1, x2) E X, xX,, where we recall that 
v1 x v*(s, t) = VI(S) A V*(f) for all (s, t) E X, xX,. 
For a detailed account on fuzzy uniform spaces we refer to [8]; it is this 
concept of fuzzy uniform space with which we shall work in the sequel. 
2. FUZZY NEIGHBORHOOD GROUPS 
In the sequel we shall write a multiplicative group as (X, .) or often as X, 
and e shall denote the identity element. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (X, .) be a group and B a fuzzy neighborhood 
system on X. Then the triple (X, ., t(B)) is called a fuzzy neighborhood 
group if and only if the following are fulfilled: 
(FGl) The mapping m: (XxX, t(B) x t(B)) + (X, I(‘%)): 
(x, y) -+ xy is continuous. 
(FG2) The mapping r: (X, t(B)) + (X, t(a)): 
x-+x ~ ’ is continuous, 
A group structure and a fuzzy neighborhood system are said to be 
compatible if and only if (FGl ) and (FG2) are satisfied. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let (X, .) be a group, then for all ,u, v E Zx and x E X we 
define 
,u : v(x) = sup /J(s) A v(t). 
Sf = x 
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We can also write 
where 
p: v(x) = m(p x v), 
pxv:xxx+I: (x,y)+p(x) A v(y). 
Remark that the above definition is obtained from the extension prin- 
ciple of Zadeh. In the sequel we shall omit ^ . 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let (X, .) be a group, Y a set, and f~ Yx, then we 
define 
f=for 
and we call f symmetric if and only if f =J 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let (X, .) be a group and B a fuzzy neighborhood 
system on X. Then (X, ., t(S)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group tf and only zf 
the mapping 
h: (XxX, t(%)xt(%))+(X, t(%)):(x, y)+xy-’ 
is continuous. 
Proof Let k(x, y) = (x, y-l). Then continuity of k follows from (FG2). 
This together with (FGl) shows that h is continuous. The converse follows 
from the facts that x-l =e.x-’ and xy=x( y-l))‘. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let (X, .) be a group and ‘% a fuzzy neighborhood 
system on X. Then 
(a) The mapping r is continuous at e E X if and only if for all p E ‘B(e) 
and for all E E I,, there exists v E 23(e) such that v - E <ii. 
(b) The mapping m is continuous at (e, e) E Xx X if and only iffor all 
u~‘?B(e) andfor all EEZ~ there exists v~B(e) such that v.v-~<p. 
Proof. (a) Follows from the fact that r’(p) = jI. 
(b) Let m be continuous at (e, e) E Xx X, p E ‘B(e), and E E Z,. Then 
we can find v E ‘B(e) such that v x V-E< m-‘(u). 
Let z E X; then we have 
V.V(Z)--E= sup v(x) A V(y)-& 
q = z 
= sup ((v x v)(x, Y) - E) 
x,v = z 
< sup m m’(~L)(x, Y)
xy = z 
= AZ). 
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To prove the converse, let p E ‘B(e), t‘~ I,, and v E B(e) such that 
v.v-E<P. Let (x, y)EXxXand z=xy; then 
v x v(x, y) - E = v(x) A v(y) - & 
d sup v(s) A v(t) - & 
s, = z 
= v . v(z) - & 
G m - ‘(P)(X, Y), 
i.e., 
vxv-&<rn-l(p). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let (X, ., t(B)) be a fuzzy neighborhood group, x E X 
and y E X. Then 
(a) gr: X-r X: z + xz (resp. $BY: X+X: z -+ zx) the left (resp. right) 
translation, $ Cx,gj : X + X: z + xzy and r are homeomorphisma 
(b) The inner automorphism operator Int li : X -+ X: z -+ xzx ’ is an 
isomorphism. 
(c) v E B(e) if and only tf yY( v) E ‘B(x) zf and only if B-J v) E B(x). 
(d) VE B(x) zfand only zf3’-I(V)E ‘B(e) zfand only ifS?-I(V)E g(e). 
(e) Zf v E ‘B(e) then v” E 23(e). 
(f) v A v”, v v 5, and v ‘S are symmetric. 
Proof (a)-(f) Follow from straightforward verifications. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A fuzzy neighborhood space (X, t(B)) is called 
homogeneous if and only if for all x, y E X there exists a homeomorphism 
f: X + X such that f(x) = y. 
THEOREM 2.8. Zf (X, ., t(g)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group, then the 
fuzzy neighborhood space (X, t( 23 )) is homogeneous. 
Proof Follows from Proposition 2.6(a), since 94?-1, is a homeomor- 
phism for all x, y E X. 
THEOREM 2.9. (X, ., T) is a topological group if and only if (X, ., o(T)) is 
a fuzzy neighborhood group, where o(T) is the topologically generated fuzzy 
topology. 
Proof This follows from the fact that the map 
h: (XxX, TX T) -+ (A’, T): (x, y) -+ xy --’ 
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is continuous if and only if 
h:(XxX,w(T)xw(T))+(X,o(T)):(x,y)+xy-’ 
is continuous. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Zf (X, ., t(B)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group, p is un 
open fuzzy set and v E Ix, then p . v (resp. v . p) is an open fuzzy set. 
ProofI Let x E X then 
p v(x) = sup p(s) A v(t) 
s, = .r 
= sup p(xtP) A v(t) 
1EX 
= sup p(9,-‘(X)) A v(t) 
IEX 
=suPa,b)b) A v(t). 
IEX 
Now fix t E X then v(t) is constant and thus 
x+ I: x + B!(P)(X) A v(t) 
is an open fuzzy set. 
The proof of the next two Lemmas is verbally the same as in the classical 
case, so we omit the proofs. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let (X, A) and (xl, A’) be fuzzy topological spaces and -- 
f: X + x’. Then f is continuous and closed if and only $ f (p) = f (ji) for all 
/lEZX. 
LEMMA 2.12. Zf (X, A) and (r, A’) are fuzzy topological spaces and 
f: X + X’ is a homeomorphism then 
f-‘(v)= f -‘(iq for all v E Ix’. 
LEMMA 2.13. Zf (X,, t( ‘B,)) and (X2, t( ‘B2)) are fuzzy neighborhood 
spaces, then 
PI xP2=71;xJG for all pI E Ix1 and pu, E Zx2. 
Proof Let (x,, X~)E X, xX,, pI EZ~‘, and c(~EZ~$ then 
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PI XP*(X,, x2) 
= inf inf sup sup (p,(s) A VI(S)) A (/-k(t) A v*(t)) 
“,E(1l(Xl) “*EQ(X2) sex, tex2 
= inf sup PI * VI(S) A inf sup P2 A v2(t) 
vlEla,cxl) SEXI Y2 E %2(x2) l E x2 
=Ti;(x,) A i&2) 
=iv4xlA). 
PROPOSITION 2.14. In a fuzzy neighborhood group (X, ., t(B)) the foflow- 
ing properties hold: 
(a) m>ji.Cfor allp,vEIX 
(b) z=jic-for all ,ueZx 
(c) l,~~~ll,=l,~~~l,foralZ~~ZX 
and for all x, y E X. 
Proof: (a) Let ZE X then 
/Ii. V(z) = sup j(x) A V(y) 
.q = 2 
= m(ji x V)(z) 
= m(p x v)(z) 
d MP x v)(z) 
= F(z). 
(b) and (c) are immediate from Proposition 2.6 and Lemmas 2.11 and 
2.12. 
LEMMA 2.15. Zf (X, .) and (X’, .) are groups and f: X -+ x’ is a group- 
homomorphism, then f (p ‘ < ) = f(p) . f (5) for all ,u, 4 E Ix. 
Proof. Let p, 5 E Ix and y E f (X) then 
and 
f@.<)(y)= sup sup As) A 4(t) 
XGf’(V) sI=x 
(1) 
f(P) .f(O(Y) = sup f(P)(U) A f(<)(u) 
uv=y 




To prove that (1) and (2) are equal, given x, it = x, we first put u =f(s), 
u =f(t) and p = s and q = t; and conversely, given uu = y, p, and q we put 
x=pq and s=p, t=q. 
COROLLARY 2.16. 1f (X, .) and (A”, .) are groups andf: X -+ X’ a group- 
homomorphism, then 
f(1.x. la-1 .PL) = l.,,,, l/w1 .f(P) 
foralluEIXandx,aEX. 
Proof Follows at once from Lemma 2.15. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let (X, ., t(g)) and (X’, ., t(W)) be fuzzy 
neighborhood groups, and f: X -+ x’ a group-homomorphism, then 
-- 
(a) f(P.W=f(P).f(e)Gf(p).f(Q<f(p).f(Qfor al/~, eEZX. 
(b) f-‘($).f’(O’)<f’(~’ .O’) and f~.f’(el)<f’($.@) for all 
g, ef E IX. 
(c) Zf u E Ix is symmetric then f(p) and f(p) are symmetric. 
(d) If ,u’ E IY is symmetric then f’(u’) and fm are symmetric. 
Proof Straightforward. 
We shall now give some characterization theorems of fuzzy neighborhod 
groups. The first gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a group struc- 
ture and a fuzzy neighborhood system to be compatible, and the second 
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a prefilter to be the 
neighborhood pretilter of e in a fuzzy neighborhood group. 
THEOREM 2.18. Let (X, .) be a group and ‘8 a fuzzy neighborhood system 
on X. Then (X, ., t(S)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group if and only zf the 
following are fulfilled: 
(a) For every a E X we have 
B(a)= {%(~)l~~We)l 
(rev. B(a) = IgJcL) I P E We)) 1. 
(b) For all us ‘S(e) and for all EEZ~ there exists VE ‘B(e) such that 
v - 8 < 9, i.e., r is continuous at e. 
(c) For all us B(e) and for all EE I, there exists v E ‘B(e) such that 
v. v -E < p, i.e., m is continuous at (e, e). 
(d) For all u E B(e), for all E E IO andfor all x E X there exists v E ‘B(e) 
such that 1,. v. 1,-i -E< p, i.e., Int, is continuous at e. 
409/130/l-16 
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Proof: If (X, ., t(%)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group, then (a) follows 
from Proposition 2.6(a); (b) and (c) are immediate from Proposition 2.5; 
and (d) is just the fact that Int, = 6v, .%-I is continuous at e. 
To prove the converse, we first remark that from (b) it follows that 
VE B(e)* V”E B(e), and therefore, replacing v by v A v” in (c), that for all 
p E B(e), and for all E E I, there exists a v E ‘B(e) such that v . v” - E d p. This 
proves that 
h:XxX+X:(x,y)+xy’ 
is continuous in (e, e). 
As it follows from (a) that YO (resp. BO) is continuous at a and e, we 
immediately obtain the continuity of rn at (a, b) from the scheme: 
xxx ~o-‘x~b-’ ,xxx-rr,x Inth ,x ,x J/J”,,-1 
(as successively (a, b) + (e, e) -9 e ---f e --f ah I). 
THEOREM 2.19. Let (A’, -) he u group and 8 a .fumiIy of fuzzy subsets of 
X such that the following hold: 
(a) 3 is u prefilterhusis, such that p(e) = 1 for UN p E 5, 
(b) For all p E 5 and for all E E I, there exists v E 3 such that v - E < j. 
(c) For all p E 5 and for all E E I, there exists v E 5 such that 
v.v-&G/i. 
(d) For all p E 3, for all E E I, and for all x E X there exists v E 5 such 
that 1,. v.1..1-&</L 
Then there exists a unique fuzzy neighborhood system such that iJ is a 
basis for the fuzzy neighborhood system at e and compatible with the group 
structure. This neighborhood system is given by 
Proof: It follows already from the preceding theorem that if a fuzzy 
neighborhood system exists, compatible with the group structure of X, it 
must be given by (3), and so it is unique. It follows also from the preceding 
theorem that if (B(x)),,,, defined by (3) is a fuzzy neighborhood system, 
it is compatible with group. So we have only to check the condition 
(FNS3). 
If then /?=l,.,n~%(x) with FEN and EEZ~, we take VEX such that 
v.v-E,<c(. If then /I:= l,.v we have for all yeX that 
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sup &(z) A /?Z( y) - E = sup v(x- ‘z) A v( y- ‘z) - E 
ZEX :EX 






and this ends the proof. 
Remark that if X is a commutative group then 1,. v .1,-l = v for all 
v E Zx and XE X. Remark also that if X is a group and ‘B a fuzzy 
neighborhood system on X, then it is immediate that the continuity of h at 
(e, e) is equivalent to the continuity of m at (e, e) together with that of r at 
e. Therefore the conditions (b) and (c) in Theorem 2.18 can be replaced by 
the unique condition: 
(c’) For all p E S(e) and for all E E Z, there exists v E S(e) such that 
v . C-E <CL, i.e., h is continuous at (e, e). 
THEOREM 2.20. Zf (X, ., t(B)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group then the 
closure operator of (X, t( 23)) is given for all p E Ix and x E X by 
p(x)= inf supp A V(S) 
vc%(x) sex 
= inf SUP I+) A "(t) 
vEM(e)K'=x 
= inf sup p(s) A v(t). 
YE S(P) r-13 = ‘i 
Proof. Let p E Ix and x E X. Then from Proposition 2.3 [9] we have 
j(x)= inf supp A v(s) 
“EzqX) sex 
= inf sup p(s) A LTJv)(s) 
“E‘%(P) sex 
= inf SUP /i(S) A V(X-‘.S) 
vES(r) rsx 
= inf sup I*(S) A v(t) 
“EB(e)sr-‘=r 
The third formula is proved analogously. 
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THEOREM 2.21. Let (A’, ., t(B)) and (X’, ., t(W)) be fuzzy neighborhood 
groups, and f: X + x’ a group-homomorphism. Then f is continuous if and 
only iff is continuous at one point. 
ProoJ We have only to show that if f is continuous at a, it is 
continuous at each XE X. If x’=f(x), let $E %‘(x’). Then 
VI = l,,a,-, .p’~B’(a’) (with a’=f(a)), so we can find v~%(a) such that 
f(v) < v’. 
Now p = l,,-I . v E B(x) while from Corollary 2.16, it follows that 
f(P)=f(lx.ld~v) 
= lf,,,, . lf,a,-1 .f(v) 
< l,?. 1,.-I . v’ 
= $3 
hence the result follows. 
3. FUZZY UNIFORMITY OF FUZZY NEIGHBORH~~D GROUPS 
This section is devoted to proving that every fuzzy neighborhood group 
is fuzzy uniformizable. In doing so, we introduce the concepts of left and 
right fuzzy uniformities. Generally, these two fuzzy uniformities are not 
equal unless the group under consideration is commutative. They are also 
equal in compact groups, since the fuzzy uniformity of a compact space is 
unique (see Theorem 4.1 [lo]). 
DEFINITION 3.1. If (A’, .) is a group then we define 
llL:xxx~I:(x,Y)~~~(x,Y)=~(x-lY) 
(resp. pR: XxX-L (x, y)+~~(x, y)=~(yx~‘)). 
If (A’, -, t(%)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group and ALE B(e), then we call 
pL (resp. pR) the left (resp. right) fuzzy entourages associated with p. 
DEFINITION 3.2. If U and U’ are fuzzy uniformities, and t(U) and t(U’) 
are fuzzy topologies generated by U and U’, respectively, then we say that 
U is equivalent to U’ if and only if t(U) = t(U’). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (X, ., t(B)) be a fuzzy neighborhood group. Then 
(X, t(U)) is fuzzy unlformizable. SpecificalIy if we define 
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and 
then UL and UR are fuzzy uniformities which generate ‘$3, and so are 
equivalent. 
The proof of this theorem is based on Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf (X, -) is a group, then for all ,u, 0, v E Ix and (x, y) E Xx X 
the following hold: 
(a) ~~(0) =O.P (rev. ~~(0) =P.@. 
(b) PL A VL=(~ A V)L bw PR A vR=(I* A v)R). 
(Cl fi~=ii~ (rev. FR=PR). 
(d) PLOVL= tv'p)L crew I*RoVR=(~Lv)R)- 
Proof: (b) and (c) are immediate from the definitions. As for (a) and 
(d) we have: 
(a) For all x E X we have 
PL@)(X)=;W$~(Y) A PL(YA) 
=suP e(Y) A PC(Y-'X) 
YCX 
= sup e(Y) A p(Z) 
yz=x 
= e . p(x). 
(d) For (x, y) E Xx X, we have 
PL~"L(X> Y)=SUPV,(X,Z) A PL(z, y) 
rex 
= SUP V(X-lZ) A p(Z-‘y) 
zex 
= sup v(x-‘yt) A p(t-1) 
tax 
= SUP V(k) A /L(l) 
k/=x-‘y 
= v +(x-ly) 
=(v'P)L(x, Y). 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. In order to show that 
B= hl~EWe)l 
is a fuzzy uniform basis, we have to check successively (see f.i. [S]): 
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(FUBl) Follows from 3.4(b) and the fact that E!(e) is a prefilterbasis. 
(FUB2) Follows from pLL(x, X) = p(e) = 1. 
(FUB3) Immediate from 3.4(c) and the fact that /in %(e) for every 
P E g(e). 
(FUB4) If pr E 23 and E E IO it follows from Proposition 2.5 that there 
exists a PIE ‘%3(e) such that 0 .O-E<~. From 3.4(d) we then obtain 
Or 0 8, - E < pL. So U, is indeed a fuzzy uniformity and similarly, we can 
show that also UR is. 
Since the neighborhood filter of x in the fuzzy neighborhood space 
associated with U, is given by 
we have, in view of Proposition 2.6, that 
and similarly for U,. 
The rest follows from the Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 5.1 in [9]. 
Remark that Ug= U, v U, is also a fuzzy uniformity, which by 
Lemma 4.6 of [8] is equivalent to U, and Ur, and therefore by 
Corollary 3.5 of [9] also induces the fuzzy neighborhood system ‘!D). It can 
be shown, just as in the classical case (see f.i. [ 131) that a U, is given by 
Ua = {,~r A pR 1 p E B(e), p symmetric} -.
In the sequel we will call Ur, UR, and U, respectively the left, right, and 
two-sided uniformity associated with 23. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Zf (X, ., t(B)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group und U, is 
the associated left fuzzy uniformity on X, then Yx and !%Tx are isomorphisms 
for their uniformities on themselves. 
Proof This follows immediately from the formulas: 
(=%x~x)-‘W=~u, 
and 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Zf (A’, ., t( 23)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group and II, is 
the associated right fuzzy uniformity on X, then 9X and Ye, are isomorphisms 
for their un$ormities on themselves. 
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Proof Same as Proposition 3.5. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Zf (X, ., t(23)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group, U, and 
UR are the associated left and right fuzzy untformities, then 
r: (X, U,) + (X, U,) (resp. r: (X, U,) + (X, U,)) is an isomorphism. 
Proof Follows from (r~r))‘(u~)=/?~ and (rxr))‘(uL)=jiR. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Zf (X, ., t(g)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group, and U, 
and U, are the associated left and right ,fuzzy uniformities on X, then the 
mapping $Cu,b, for all a, b E X and Int, for all a E X are isomorphisms for 
each of these uniformities. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let (X, ., t( ‘23)) and (X’, ., t(B’)) be fuzzy neigh- 
borhood groups. Zf U, and Ul, are the associated left fuzzy uniformities on X 
and X’, respectively, then f: X + x’ is untformly continuous if and only tffor 
all ,u’~ ‘!B’(e’) and for all E E I0 there exists ALE ‘B(e) such that 
l,~u-v~f~‘(l~f~x~~u’)forallx~X. 
Proof In view of Proposition 2.5 of [S] we have: f uniformly con- 
tinuous 
-V,U’E ‘U’(e’), VEEZ, 3pE S(e): pL-c< (f x f))l(u’L) 
0 Vp’d’(e’), VeEZ, 3pdB(e): (x, y)d2=pL(x, y)--E<uLt(f(x), f(y)) 
~Vp’&‘(e’), VEI~Z, 3pdB(e): (x, y)EX2*u(x~‘y)-E<u’(f(x)~“f( y)) 
oVp’&B’(e’), V&EZO 3pdB(e): VxEX, VyEX*l,.p( y)-Ed lf,.,.p’(f( y)) 
oVp’~%‘(e’), V’EEZ, 3pE%(e): l..~-~~f~l(l~(~).~‘). 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let (X, ., t(B)) and (X’, ., t(B’)) be fuzzy neighborhood 
groups. Zf U, and II; (resp. U, and Ui) are the associated left and right 
(resp. right and left) fuzzy untformities on X and x’, respectively, then 
f: X + X’ is untformly continuous if and only if for all E E I, and for all 
,u’ E ‘B’(e’) there exists p E B(e) such that 
l.~.~--Ef~l(~“l,(~i)) (rev. u.l,--EG.f ‘(l~~.~.u’)) 
for all x E X. 
Proof Analogous to that of Proposition 3.9. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let (X, ., t( ‘1))) and (X’, ., t( ‘$3’)) be fuzzy neighborhood 
groups and let U, and IIt be the associated left fuzzy untformities on X and 
x’, respectively. Then a continuous homomorphism f: X + X’ is uniformly 
continuous. 
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ProoJ Let f: X-+ X’ be a continuous homomorphism, E E I,, and 
P’E %‘(e’). Then there exists PG B(e) such that f(p) <,u’+ E. From 
Lemma 2.15, we then obtain 
f(l ‘I .P) =f(lJ .f(P) 
= lf,x, .f(P) 
d lfCx) .p’ + E. 
Remark that if (X, ., t(B)) is a fuzzy neighborhood group and U, 
is the associated left fuzzy uniformity, then the mappings 
m: (XxX, U, x U,) + (X, U,) and r: (X, U,) + (X, U,) are in general not 
uniformly continuous. The following theorem show that if the group is 
commutative, the situation is different. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let (A’, ., t(B)) be a commutative fuzzy neighborhood 
group and U, is the associated left fuzzy uniformity on A’. Then the mapping 
m: (XxX, U, x U,) -+ (X, U,) is uniformiy continuous. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 3.11, since now m is a 
homomorphism, and since the left uniformity on the product group 
(XxX, t(B) x t(S)) is the product uniformity U, x U,. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. In a fuzzy neighborhood group (X, -, t( 9)) the follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(a) U,=Ua. 
(b) For all p E ‘B(e), all a E X and all E E Z, there exists 0 E ‘B(e) such 
that 1..0.1,-1-~<~. 
(c) The mapping r: (A?, If,) -+ (X, U,) is unzj%rmZy continuous. 
ProoJ (a)*(b). This follows from Corollary 3.8 (with U, = U,) and 
Proposition 3.10 (with (X’, Uk) = (X, U,), f = Int, and x = e). 
(b) * (c). If pL E U,, p E ‘B(e), then also p E ‘B(e) and we can choose 0 
such that 0--~=1;0.1,-1--~<~, so for all XEX, yEX: 
9(x-‘y) - E d p( y- lx), from which uniform continuity of r follows by 
Proposition 3.9. 
(c) * (a). Let r: (X, U,) + (X, U,) b e uniformly continuous, then the 
identity map id = r 0 r is uniform isomorphism between (X, U,) and (X, U,) 
as both conditions 
and 
(X U,)A (X h-l-, (K UId 
are uniformly continuous (by Proposition 3.7). 
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